
CS 222P Quiz 3 
 

1. Answer the following questions. 
a. What is a primary index? 
b. What is a secondary index? 
c. Is it possible for a table to have multiple primary indexes? Or multiple secondary 

indexes? 
d. Is it possible for a table be clustered on multiple search keys? 

 
2. Consider the following B+ tree 

 
a. Suppose we want to search key 45. Explain the search process (i.e., what pages are 

visited in what order). 
b. Draw the result tree if we insert a new entry with key 32. You may draw the part that is 

changed, if there is no ambiguity.  Mark the “R (read)”/ “W (write)” operations on the 
affected pages. 
 

3. Consider a table T, where data is stored in an unordered heap file with N = 20,000 pages. 
Each page has size P=64KB with roughly R = 100 records. Suppose we have a secondary B+ 
tree index on key A1. Consider three range queries on A1 with the following selectivities:  

a. query selectivity = 0.005% 
b. query selectivity = 0.2% 
c. query selectivity = 15% 

The selectivity is the ratio of the number of matching records with the total number of records. 
For each of them, compare the I/O cost of: 
(1) scanning the heap file directly; 
(2) searching the secondary index to get RIDs and retrieve records from the heap file; 
(3) searching the secondary index to get RIDs, sort them, and retrieve records from the heap 
file. 
 
You may assume values of A1 are randomly distributed in the heap file, so each retrieved RID 
in (2) or (3) would incur one disk I/O, unless that page has just been retrieved. 
 
 
 
 



Solution: 
1. 

a. A primary index is the index whose search key contains the primary key. 
b. A secondary index is the index whose search key does not contain the primary key. 
c. Possible to have multiple primary indexes, because the search key can be composite. 

Possible to have multiple secondary indexes (and very common) 
d. Not possible (at least not feasible). Because typically we don’t want to store multiple data 

copies of a table. 
 
2. 

a. A->E (Found) + 1 more I/O for data. 

b.  
read: A, D 
write: D,G*,A,I*,H* 
 
3.  

a. #matching records = 20,000*100*0.005% = 100 
(1) reads 20,000 pages 
(2) reads 100 pages 
(3) reads 100 pages 

      b. #matching records = 20,000*100*0.2% = 4,000 
(1) still reads 20,000 pages 
(2) reads 4,000 pages 
(3) reads 4,000 pages 

      c. #matching records = 20,000*100*15% = 300,000 
(1) still reads 20,000 pages 
(2) reads 300,000 pages (because RIDs are not sorted we might load a page multiple times) 
(3) reads 20,000 pages (because RIDs are sorted, we won’t load a page multiple times) 


